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Simple semimodules over commutative semirings 
J. JEZEK and T. KEPKA 
The problem of describing all simple medial groupoids (and so all minimal varie-
ties of medial groupoids) is still open, although simple groupoids and minimal varie-
ties are described in various special subclasses (see e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5] ; in a yet un-
published paper the authors described all finite simple medial groupoids and all simple 
commutative medial groupoids). It turns out that for the solution of this problem it is 
advantageous to have a description of all simple commutative semigroups with two 
commuting endomorphisms at hand. Now, commutative semigroups with a family of 
commuting endomorphisms are actually nothing else than semimodules over commu-
tative semirings. For this reason the authors became interested in simple semimodules 
over commutative semirings. Moreover, the problem of simple semimodules deserves 
a special attention, and this is why the present paper came to life. 
Section 1 contains the basic definitions. In Section 2 we prove that the class of 
simple semimodules over a commutative semiring can be divided into three subclasses : 
(1) two-element semimodules with zero addition; 
(2) simple cancellative semimodules; 
(3) simple idempotent semimodules. 
In Section 3 we describe the two-element semimodules with zero addition and in 
Section 4 the simple cancellative semimodules (at least in the case when the commu-
tative semiring is finitely generated or, more generally, finitely c-generated). We do not 
know all simple idempotent semimodules. However, in Section 5 we characterize all 
simple idempotent semimodules with a zero element o such that {o} is a subsemi-
module; in particular, all finite simple idempotent semimodules are found. Further, 
we repeat from [6] the description of simple idempotent semimodules over a commu-
tative semiring with at most two generators. Finally, in Section 6 we give a formula 
for the number of isomorphism classes of m-element semimodules over the free com-
mutative semiring with n generators (n, m are finite). 
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1. Preliminaries 
By a commutative semiring we mean an algebra R=R(+, •) with two binary 
operations such that -/?(+) and R( •) are commutative semigroups and x(y+z)— 
—xy+xz for all x, y, z£R. Throughout this paper let J? be a commutative semiring. 
By a (left R-) semimodule we mean an algebra M=M(+, rx) with one binary 
operation + and a family of unary operations x<-*rx (r£R) such that M ( + ) is a 
commutative semigroup and 
r(x+y) = rx+ry, (r+s)x = rx+sx, rs-x = r-sx 
for all x, y£M and r,s£R. 
A semimodule M is said to be 
— trivial if Card (M) = l, 
— idempotent if it satisfies the identity x+x=x (i.e., if M ( + ) is a semilattice; 
in this case we write x^y iff x—x+y), 
— a semimodule with zero addition if it satisfies the identity x+y=u+v, 
— cancellative if x+y=x+z implies y—z, 
— a module if M ( + ) is a group, 
— simple if idM and MxM are the only congruences of M. 
The semiring R is considered to be also a semimodule over itself. In this case, the 
subsemimodules of R are called ideals of R. 
By a bi-ideal of a semimodule M we mean a non-empty subset / of M such that 
M+IQI and RIQI. The equivalence ( /X/)UidM is then a congruence of M and 
we denote by M/7 the corresponding factor semimodule. If M is simple, then every 
bi-ideal of M is either at most one-element or equal M. 
An element a of a semimodule M is said to be the neutral element (the zero ele-
ment, resp.) of M if x+a=x {x+a—a, resp.) for all x£M. The neutral element is 
usually denoted by 0 and the zero element by o. 
For some results on semimodules with a neutral element over a commutative 
semiring with a neutral and a unit element see, e.g., [1]. 
For a semimodule M, put Ann (M)— {r^R; rx—ry for all x, y£M). If Ann (M) 
is non-empty, then this set is evidently an ideal of R and there exists an element 
e£M such that e=e+e=re=sx for all r£R, s£Ann (M) and the set {e} 
is a subsemimodule of M. 
1.1. Lemma. Let M be a simple semimodule with Ann (M)^0 . Then the 
element e with sx—e for all Ann (M) if either a neutral or a zero element of M. 
Proo f . The set {e+x ; x£M} is a bi-ideal of M containing e, so that it equals 
either {e} or M. In the first case evidently e is a zero element. If {e+x; x£M}=M 
then it is easy to verify that e is a neutral element. 
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A subsemiring S of R is said to be a closed subsemiring if b£S whenever 
a+b£S for some S. Let K be a non-empty subset of R. We shall say that R is 
c-generated by K if R is the only closed subsemiring of R containing K. 
For every non-empty set X there exists the free commutative semiring over X; 
its elements are the formal sums of elements of the free commutative (multiplicatively 
denoted) semigroup over X. If R is a free semiring over a set X of cardinality i s l , 
then the variety of i?-semimodules is equivalent to the variety of algebras A{+,f1, ..., 
..., fk) such that A{+) is a commutative semigroup a n d f , ..., fk are pairwise com-
muting endomorphisms of A(+). 
Let / be a homomorphism of a semiring S onto a semiring R. Then for any 
ii-semimodule M we can define an S-semimodule structure on M by Sx=f(s)-x 
(for all s£S and x^M). This correspondence provides an equivalence between the 
variety of i?-semimodules and some sub variety of the variety of S-semimodules. 
Since every semiring is a homomorphic image of some free semiring, it follows that 
in order to describe all simple semimodules over arbitrary (commutative) semirings 
it would suffice to describe all simple semimodules over free (commutative) semirings. 
2. The fundamental classification theorem 
2.1. Theo rem. Let M be a non-trivial simple semimodule over R. Then exactly 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) M is a two-element semimodule with zero addition; 
(2) M is cancellative; 
(3) M is idempotent. 
Proo f . If Card (M)=2, then everything is clear. Now we shall assume that 
Card ( M ) s 3. The rest of the proof will be divided into several lemmas. 
2.2. Lemma. M is not a semimodule with zero addition. 
Proo f . Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists an element o such that 
x+y=o for all x, y£M. We have ro—r(o+o)=ro+ro=o for all r£R. If r£R, 
then Ker (Lr), where Lr(x)=rx for all x£M, is a congruence of M; since M is 
simple, it follows that either Lr is injective or rx=o for all x^M. From this it 
follows that ((M\{o})X(M\{o}))UidM is a congruence of M; since M is simple, 
Card ( M ) ^ 2, a contradiction. 
A semimodule M is said to be unipotent if x+x—y+y for all x, y£M. 
2.3. Lemma. Suppose that M is unipotent; put o=x+x for all xdM. Then 
either M is cancellative or x+o=o for all x£M. 
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P r o o f . Put / ( x ) = x + x + x for all x£M. Then/ is an endomorphism of M and 
we have either K e r ( f ) = M x M or Ke r ( / )= id M . If K e r ( f ) = M x M then 
x+o—f(pc)—f(p)—o for all x(iM. Let Ker ( / )= id A i and a+c=b+c for some 
x, b, c£M. Then f(a)=a+o=a+c+c=b+c+c—b+o=f(b) and so a=b. 
2.4. L e m m a . Suppose that M is unipotent. Then M is cancellative. 
P r o o f . Suppose, on the contrary, that M is not cancellative. Put o = x + x for 
all x£M. By 2.3, x + o = o for all x£M. 
Suppose that a=b+c^o for some a,b,c£M. Put M*=MU{0} and 1= 
= {x+a; x£M*}U{x+ra; x£M*, r£R), where 0+a=a. Then / i s a bi-ideal of M 
containing {a, o} and so I=M. In particular, b£l and c£7. We shall consider only 
the case when b=x+ra and c=y+sa for some x, y£M* and r,s£R. (The 
remaining three cases are similar.) Then a=b+c=z+ra+sa where z=x+y£M* 
and therefore a=z+r(z+ra+sa)+s(z+ra+sa)=z+rz+sz+r2a+s2a+rsa+sra= 
=z+rz+sz+r2a+^a+o—o, a contradiction. 
We have proved that M is a semimodule with zero addition. However, this is in 
contradiction with 2.2. 
2.5. L e m m a . Suppose that M is not unipotent. Then M is either idempotent 
or cancellative. 
P r o o f . Put g ( x ) = x + x for all x£M. Then g is an endomorphism of M; 
since M is simple and not unipotent, g is injective. From this it follows that M can be 
embedded into a simple semimodule M' in which the mapping x>->x+x is an auto-
morphism; since subsemimodules of idempotent semimodules are idempotent and 
subsemimodules of cancellative semimodules are cancellative, it is enough to proceed 
under the assumption that g is an automorphism of M. Put M* = M{J {0} and define 
a binary relation H on M by (x, y)£H iff x=u+g'( j>) and y=v+gJ(x) for some 
u,v£M* and some integers 0 (if then x=m+g ' 0>) = " + g ' ~ X-V)+£' ~100 = 
=z1+gt~1(y) = ...=zt_j+gJ(y); similarly if and thus we can assume that 
i=j). Obviously, H is an equivalence. Let x, y, z£M, u, v£M*, Ic^O, x=u+gk(y), 
y=v+gk(x). Then z=g~kgk(z)—w+gk(z) for some w£M* and we have x+z= 
= u+w+gk(y + z) and y+z=v+w+gk(x+z). Moreover, rx = rx+gf(ry) and 
ry=rv+gk(rx). We have shown that H is a congruence of M. 
If H= idM then M is idempotent, since g(x)=x+g°(x) and x = 0 + g _ 1 ( g ( x ) ) 
imply (x, g(x))£H for all x£M. 
Let HT*idM, so that H=MxM. Let a+c=b+c for some a,b,c£M. 
Put N={x£M; a+x=b+x}. If x£N, then g(a+g-1(x))=a+a+x=a+b+x= 
=b+b+x—g(b+g~1(x)), so that a+g~1(x)=b+g~1(x) and consequently 
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g~1(x)Ç:N. Now, let y(LM. We have c£N, (c, y)£H and so y=z+gk(c) for some 
z£M* and fcsO. But gk(c)£N and so a+y=a+g?(c)+z=b+gk(c)+z=b+y, 
i.e., y£N. We have proved N—M. In particular, g(a)=a+a=a+b=b+b=g(b), 
a—b, and M is cancellative. 
3. Two-element semimodules with zero addition 
Denote by INDj(iî) the set of all subsets / of R with the following properties: 
(1) P + t f g / ; 
(2) RIQI; 
(3) if r,s£R\I then rs£R\I. 
For every /glND^i?) define a semimodule ZR I as follows: ZR I—{0,1}; 
x+y=0; if r£I then rx=0; if r£R\I then rx=x. 
3.1. Theo rem. The semimodules ZRJ with /ÇlND^i?) are pairwise non-iso-
morphic two-element semimodules with zero addition; every two-element semimodule 
with zero addition is isomorphic to one of them. 
P roo f . Easy. 
3.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let R be a free commutative semiring over a set K of cardi-
nality cc S i . Then Card (IND1(JR)) = 2". 
P roo f . It is easy to verify that the mapping I>-+IC\K is a one-to-one mapping 
of IND^i?) onto the set of all subsets of K. 
It follows that if R is a commutative semiring which can be generated by a set of 
cardinality a s l then l ^Ca rd (lND1(i?))^2a. If R contains a neutral element then 
Card (IND1(/Î)) = 1. 
4. Simple cancellative semimodules 
4.1. Lemma. Let M be a cancellative semimodule. Then there exists a unique 
(up to isomorphism over M) module N Such that M is a subsemimodule of N and 
N= {a—b; a, b£M). Moreover, if M is simple then N is also simple. 
Proof . Define a binary relation H on MxM by ((a, b), (c, dj)£H iff a+d= 
=b+c. Then H is a congruence of the semimodule MxM. Put N=(MxM)/H 
and denote by g the corresponding natural homomorphism. We have g(a,a)= 
=g(b, b)=0 for all a, b£M and 0 is a neutral element of N. Moreover, g(a, b)+ 
+g(b, a)=0 and we see that N is a module. The mapping ai—-g(a+a, a) is an injec-
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tive homomorphism of M into N and we can identify any element a£M with the 
element g(a+a, a) of N. The rest is easy. 
4.2. Lemma. Let M be a module. Then M is simple i f f {0} and M are the only 
submodules of M. 
Proo f . Easy. 
4.3. Lemma. Let M be a simple cancellative semimodule having a neutral ele-
ment 0. Then M is a module. 
Proo f . Denote by N the set of all a£M such that a+b—0 for some b£M. 
Then N is a subsemimodule of M and the relation H on M, defined by (x, y)£H 
iff x+iV=j>-|-iV, is a congruence of M ( + ) ; let us prove that it is a congruence of the 
semimodule M. For this, it is enough to show that if x+N=y+N, r£R and a£N, 
then rx+a£ry+N. We have x+a=y+b and ra+c=0 for some b, c£N; we 
have rx+a—rx+ra+c+a=r(x+a)+c+a=r(y+b) + c+a=ry+rb+c+a£ry+N. 
It follows that H is a congruence of the semimodule M. Since M is simple, either 
H—MxM or H= idM. If H=M+M, then N=M, M is a module and we are 
through. Let H= idM, so that N= {0}. Put K= ( (M\{0})x(M\{0}))Uid M . 
Let us prove that K is a congruence of M. Evidently, K is a congruence of M(+). 
Let x, j € M \ { 0 } and r£R. Since M is simple, the kernel of the endomorphism 
x>->-rx equals either MXM or idM; since /0=0, it follows that either rz=0 for all 
z£M or xi-^-rx is injective; from this it follows that (rx, ry)dK. Since M is simple, 
it follows that K= idM and M contains just two elements; thus M is a module. 
4.4. Theorem (The description of simple modules). 
(1) Let f be a homomorphism of the semiring R into a field F such that 
F= {a-b+c • 1; a, ¿>6/(P)U{0}, c£Z} where Z denotes the set of integers. Then F is 
a simple R-module (if we put rx=f(r)x). 
(2) Every non-trivial simple R-module can be constructed in the way described 
in (1). 
(3) Let f and g be homomorphisms of R into fields F and G, resp., such that 
F—{a-b+c -1; a, b£f(R)\J{0}, c£Z} and G={a-b+c-1; a, beg(R)\J{0}, 
c£Z}. Then the R-semimodules, F, G are isomorphic i f f there is a field isomorphism h 
of F onto G such that h{f(r))=g(r) for all r£R. 
Proo f . (1) Evidently, every submodule of the .R-module F is an ideal of the 
field F and we can use 4.2. 
(2) Let M be a non-trivial simple .R-module. Denote by F the set of endomor-
phisms of M and define two binary operations on F by (cp+1/0 (x)=(p(x)+\[/ (x) and 
(q>\l/)(x)=(p(\]/(x)). Evidently, P i s a skew field. For every r£R denote b y / ( r ) the 
endomorphism x>--rx, so that / is a homomorphism of R into F. Let us fix an 
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element u£M\{0}. For every x£F put g(x)—x(u). It follows from 4.2 that g is 
an isomorphism of the i?-module F onto the 7?-module M. Put {a-b+c-1; 
a, b£f(R)U{0}, c€Z}. Then S is a submodule of F and g(S)^{0}. Consequently 
g(S)=M and S=F. Now it is clear that F is commutative. 
(3) Let k be a semimodule isomorphism of F onto G. Put 
for all x£ F. Then A is a field isomorphism with the desired property. 
4.5. Theorem. Let M be a non-trivial simple cancellative semimodule. Then 
there exist a field F and a homomorphism f of R into F such that F— {a-b + c-\\ 
a, bdf(R)U {0}, c£Z}, where Z denotes the set of integers, M is a subSemimodule of 
the R-module F and F={a—b; a, b£M}. Moreover, M=F if 0£M. 
P r o o f . Apply 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4. 
4.6. Example . Denote by Q the field of rational numbers. Put RI={X£Q; 
x>0} and R2= {X£Q\ x ^ l } . Then Rx and R2 are commutative semirings. R1 is a 
simple cancellative -semimodule, Q={a—b; a, b^R^; R2 is a cancellative R2-
semimodule, Q= {a—b; a, b£R2}, and R2 is not simple. 
4.7. Theorem. Let R be finitely generated (or, more generally, finitely c-gen-
erated). Then every simple cancellative Semimodule is a finite module of prime power 
order. 
P r o o f . L e t / a n d F be as in 4.5. Since R is finitely c-generated, F is a finitely 
generated ring. However, then F is finite. Then evidently 06 M and M=F by 4.5. 
For every prime power p" (i.e. every prime number p and every positive integer n) 
denote by GF(p") the finite field with p" elements. For every prime power p" and every 
positive integer m let S(p, n, m) denote the set of ordered m-tuples (ax, ..., am) of 
elements of GF(p") such that GF(p") is generated as a ring by the set {a1; ...,am, 1} 
(observe that this set is always non-empty). Define an equivalence ~ on S(p, n, m) 
by (a1, ..., am)~(Z>1, ...,bm) iff b ^ f f a ) , ..., bm=f(am) for some automorphism 
/ of GF (/>"). 
4.8. Lemma. Card (S(p,n,m)l~)=(l/ri) 2 ft(n/k)pmk> ^ being the Mobius 
k\n 
function. 
P r o o f . Well known and easy. 
4.9. P ropos i t i on . Let R be a free commutative semiring freely generated by a 
finite set of cardinality m^l. Let p" be a prime power. Then the number of isomor-
phism classes of simple modules of order p" equals (1 /«) 2 n(n/k)pmk. 
*|n 
P roo f : It follows from 4.4 and 4.8. 
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5. Simple idempotent semimodules 
Denote by IND2(P) the set of all subsets I of R with the following properties: 
(1) R+IQI; 
(2) RIQI; 
(3) if r,s£R\I then r+s£R\I; 
(4) if r,s£R\I then rs£R\I. 
For every /£IND2(.R) define a semimodule XRI as follows: XRI= {0, 1}; 0 + 
+ 0 = 0 + 1 = 1 + 0 = 0 ; 1 + 1 = 1; if r£l then rx=0; if r£R\I then rx=x. 
Denote by IND3(i?) the set of all non-empty subsets / of R with the following 
properties: 
(1) 7 + / c / ; 
(2) RIQI; 
(3) if r, s£R and then r+s$I; 
(4) if r,s£R\I then rs£R\I. 
For every 76IND3(P) define a semimodule YR I as follows: YR I= {0, 1}; 0-t-
+ 0 = 0 + 1 = 1 + 0 = 0 ; 1 + 1 = 1; if r£I then rx=l; if r£R\I then rx=x. 
5.1. Theo rem. The semimodules XR I with /6IND2(.R) and the semimodules 
Yr i with ID IND3(i?) are pairwise non-isomorphic two-element idempotent semi-
modules; every two-element idempotent semimodule is isomorphic to one of them. 
P r o o f . Straightforward. 
5.2. P r o p o s i t i o n . Let Rbe a free commutative semiring over a set Kof cardi-
nality o ts l . Then Card (IND2(P))=2a and Card ( l N D 3 ( P ) ) = 2 a - l . 
P roo f . Easy. 
5.3. Theo rem. Let M be an idempotent semimodule with a zero element o 
such that {o} is a subsemimodule of M; let Card ( M ) s 3 . Then M is simple i f f the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
(1) a+b—0 for all pairs a,b£M such that a^b; 
(2) for every r£R, the mapping x^-rx is either constant (with value o) or a per-
mutation of M; 
(3) if x, then y = rx for some r£R. 
P r o o f . First, let M be simple. For every a(iM denote by Ka the set of all 
x£M such that x^=ra (i.e. x=x+ra) for some r£R. Evidently, Ka is a bi-ideal of M 
containing o, and so either Ka—{o} or Ka=M. Put L={a£M; Ka= {o}}. Evi-
dently, L is a bi-ideal of M, and so either L=M or L contains at most one element. 
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If L=M then M is a semimodule with zero multiplication; since M is simple, 
Card ( M ) ^ 2 , a contradiction. Hence Card (L)S1. Then evidently LQ {»} and 
so we have proved that if a £ M \ { o } and x£M then x S r a for some r£R. 
Let a,b,c£M be such that a+b^o and b+c^o. Then b?±o and, as we 
have just proved, there are elements r, s£R with b^r(a+b) and b^s(b+c). 
We have b^ra+rb^rb^rsb+rsc and b^sb+sc^sb^sra+srb. Consequently, 
b^rs(a+b+c) and so a+b+c^o. 
Define a relation H on M by (x,y)£H iff either x—y or x+y^O. Using the 
assertion proved above, it is easy to check that H is a congruence of M. Hence either 
H-idM or H=MxM. We get H= idM, and (1) is proved. 
Let r£R. The mapping x^rx is an endomorphism of M, so that its kernel 
equals either idM or MxM. Hence the mapping JO-*rx is either constant (with 
value o, since ro=o) or .injective; if it is injective, then it is a permutation of M, 
since rM is evidently a bi-ideal of M. We have proved (2) and the assertion (3) is 
similar. 
Now, let the conditions (1), (2), (3) be satisfied. Consider a congruence idM 
of M. Put Z,={x€M\{o}; {x, o)£H}. There is a pair (a,b)£H with a^b. We 
have a+b—o and (a, o)£H, (b, o)£H. Hence L is non-empty. It follows from (3) 
that L=Af \{o} , so that H=MxM. 
5.4. T h e o r e m . Let M be a finite simple idempotent semimodule containing at 
least three elements. Then M contains a zero element o and {o} is a subSemimodule of M 
(so that M is as in 5.3). 
P r o o f . Since M is a finite semilattice, it contains a zero element o. Suppose 
that Ann (M) 7^0 and the element e with sx=e for all i£Ann(M) is a neutral 
element of M. Then evidently M\{e} is a bi-ideal of M, so that it contains at most 
one element, contradicting Card 
Hence e is either a zero element or Ann (M) is empty; in both these cases evi-
dently {<?} is a subsemimodule. 
In the rest of this section let R be the free commutative semiring over a set 
{/, g} of cardinality 2. We shall give a list of all simple idempotent i?-semimodules in 
this case. Denote by Z the set of integers and by E the set of real numbers. For every 
positive integer n denote by Z„(+) the cyclic group of integers modulo n, and i„ 
the natural homomorphism of Z ( + ) onto Z„(+). For every pair r, s of integers such 
that {r, s) (0, 0) denote by GCD(r, s) the greatest common divisor of r,s. The 
promised list is the following (denote here by A the binary semimodule operation): 
(1) the semimodule with C/1 = {0, 1}, 0Al=0, f(x)=x, g(x) = l; 
(2) the semimodule U2 with U2={0, 1}, 0Al=0, / ( x ) = l , g(x)=x; 
(3) the semimodule U3 with £/3={0, 1}, 0Al=0, f(x)=g(x)=0; 
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(4) the semimodule C/4 with t/4 = {0,1}, 0Al=0, /(x)=g(;t) = l; 
(5) for any positive integer n, the semimodule An with A„={0, 1, ...,«}, xf\y=x 
if x=y,xAy=0 if xj£y, / ( 0 ) = 0 , / ( l ) = 2 , / ( 2 ) = 3, ...,f(n-\)=nf(n)=\, g(x)=0; 
(6) for any positive integer n, the semimodule B„ with Bn — {0, 1, ...,«}, xf\y—x 
if x=y, xf\y=0 if x*y, f(x)=0, g(0)=0, g(l)=2, ..., g(n-\)=n, *(n) = l ; 
(7) for every quadruple z=(p, q, r, s) of integers such that p. q, r s l , 0 S i < r 
and GCD(r, s) = l, the semimodule Cz with C2 = {0}U {Z,pXZ r q)/K z where Kz 
is the subgroup {(irp 
-l)p, irq(-(r-\)sq))}, xAy=x if x=y, xAy = 0 if x ^ y, /(0) = *(0) = 0, 
AH)=H+ (i rp(l), i„(0)) and g(H)=H+{irp(0), ¡ r , ( l )) for all He(ZrpxZrq)/Kz; 
(8) for every pair z=(n,m) of positive integers, the semimodule Dz with Dz= 
= {0}D(ZxZ)/Kz where Kz is the subgroup o f Z ( + ) x Z ( + ) generated by (n,m), 
xAy=x if x=y, *A>>=0 if x*y, f(0)=g(0)=0,f(H)=H+(h0) and g(H)= 
=H+(0, 1) for all He(ZxZ)/Kz; 
(9) for every pair r, s of integers such that GCD (r, s)= 1 and either r - = 0 < i 
or s < 0 < r , the semimodule Ers with Er s=Z, xAy=Min(x, y), f(x)=x+r, 
g(x)=x+s; 
(10) for every h£{— 1, 1} and every irrational number q such that either 
w < 0 < g or <7<0<w, the semimodule Fu q with Fu>q=E, xAy=Min (x, y), f(x) = 
=x + u, g(x) = x+q\ 
(11) for every u, q as in (10), every subsemimodule of Fuq. 
As it is proved in [6], these P-semimodules, together with the trivial P-semi-
module, are simple idempotent i?-semimodules and every simple idempotent ^-semi-
module is isomorphic to one of them; the semimodules in (1)—(11) are pairwise non-
isomorphic, with the following exception: if Mx is a subsemimodule of FUi,qi and M2 
is a subsemimodule of Fu „ , then MX=M2 iff u1=u2, qx=q2 and M2—M,+a i* "2 
for some real number a. 
6. The number of isomorphism classes of finite simple semimodules 
Let R be the free commutative semiring over a set of finite cardinality 1. 
For m ^ l , let N(n, m) denote the number of isomorphism classes of simple jR-semi-
modules having m elements. 
Denote by a.(n, k) the number of equivalences defined on an «-element set and 
having exactly k blocks. Denote by A(n, m) the number of isomorphism classes of 
/n-element algebras A(f1, ... /„) with unary operations/f such that each / ( i s a permu-
tation of A, f i f j = f j f i for all i, j and /¡(x)^/^) for all i,jZ {1, ...,n}, i^j, x£A, 
and such that A(JX, ..., /„) contains no proper subalgebra. 
The following theorem can be derived from the above results. 
Simple semimodules over commutative semirings 27 
6.1. Theo rem. (1) N(n, 1)=1 for every n s l . 
(2) N(n, 2) = 2"+2 — 1 for every 1. 
(3) N(n,3)=2-3n-2n for every n ^ l . 
(4) 2" «(«,*:) A(ifc,i«-1)+ 2 tz{n,t)l(t-\,m-\) 
lsksn 2StSn HlSm ram 
/or euerj? w^l such that m is not a prime power. 





for every prime number p = 2 and all integers n.m^l such that 3. 
The values A(l, w) and 1(2, m) can be computed as follows: 
A(l, m) = 1 for every m ^ 1; 
A(2, m) = — 1 + 2 (p(k)e(m/k) for every m ^ 1, 
lStsm 
where <p denotes Euler's function and e(n) is the number of all /6 {1, ..., m} such that i 
divides n. 
As it follows from the results and remarks of this paper, every simple semimodule 
over a commutative semiring with at most two generators is of cardinality 
We shall end this paper with the following open problem. 
P rob lem. Let R be a finitely generated (or countable) commutative semiring 
and let M be a simple ü-semimodule. Is it true that Card (M)^28»? 
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